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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com
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save us. We need to look away from
Washington and toward America to
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We must be courageous in our
conviction that economics isn’t a body
of opinions, but of scientific facts. It is
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ever to change course.
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Learn more in person from Lara,
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A B OU T L A R A
& MURP H Y
L. Carlos Lara manages a consulting firm
specializing in corporate
trust services, business
consulting and debtorcreditor relations.
The firm’s primary
service is working with
companies in financial
crisis. Serving business
clients nationwide over a
period of three decades,
these engagements have
involved companies in
most major industries
including, manufacturing, distribution and retail. Lara
incorporated his consulting company in 1976 and is
headquartered in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.
Dr. Robert P. “Bob” Murphy received his Ph.D.
in economics from New
York University. After
teaching for three years at
Hillsdale College, Murphy
left academia to work for
Arthur Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy now
runs his own consulting
business and maintains
an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com.
He is the author of several
economics books for the
layperson, including The
Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great Depression and the
New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is Senior Economist at the Institute
for Energy Research, and a Research Fellow with the
Independent Institute. He lives in Nashville, TN.
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Dear Readers
Where does the line fall between opinion and knowledge? Just how certain can we be of our ideas and
notions that we so strongly believe in? If only for a moment, stop and consider the differences in human
opinions and how they divide us. More importantly, consider how often they are entirely contradictory—yet
we express them with such assurance and conviction. From this contradiction, we may conclude that there
is no such thing as truth, or perhaps that man is not equipped to know it.
What we do know is that the only tool we have to decipher this mystery is our mind. It is the one feature
particular to man for the discernment of certainty. (Even those who are the recipient of divine revelation
must decide if they will heed the knowledge—or if they will reject the experience as a delusion.) For this
reason, understanding how we think can be one of life’s most worthwhile pursuits. But this is no small task;
in fact, it requires great skill and discipline to stand back and treat our mind as an object of study. We may
begin this arduous exercise by simply asking how our many notions and opinions got into our minds in the
first place. This will certainly cause us to reflect on the origins of our ideas and reconsider their validity.
When we are contemplating a subject about which we have no absolute knowledge, by what standards
do we judge our opinions as correct? How much of our information is sound or self-evident and how much
of it is an acceptance of something as true when we don’t know for certain that it is true?
In this way we confront the fundamental fact that in all of social life men have their own thoughts
and their own wills determined by their own experiences. All of man’s judgments of value are personal and
subjective. Above all, man wishes for another reality different from the one given in this world. Most men
will sacrifice their ability to think rather than having their utopian dreams shattered.
In order to avoid being misled we must come to see conditions as they really are and not the way we wish
them to be. Politicians and political parties rarely appeal to men’s reason in order to advance their causes.
Circuses and theatres are the tools of their trade—their art of ruling.
Therefore, nothing is more important today than to enlighten the public about the basic differences
between genuine freedom, which advocates the free market economy, and the interventionist economic
policies of our times. It is to this end that we strive to build the 10%.
Yours very truly,
Carlos and Bob

“It is the masses that determine the course of history,
but its initial movement must start with the individual.”
- How Privatized Banking Really Works
Lara-Murphy Report
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…
G a l e - F o r c e Fa l l a c i e s

Analysts Say “Sandy” Might Boost Economy

It happens every time there’s a disaster, whether natural or man-made: Some Keynesian
economists will come along and say that despite the human suffering, the silver lining is that it
will be “good for the economy.” We see the pattern playing out with Hurricane Sandy, which
is just hitting the East coast as this issue goes to press. This mistake was called “the Broken
Window Fallacy” by Henry Hazlitt in his classic, Economics in One Lesson. Hazlitt in turn derived
the analysis from the great Frédéric Bastiat, who told the tale of a group of hooligans who throw
a brick through a shopkeeper’s window. The adults in the town gather outside the wreckage,
and one of them pontificates that at least the destruction will be good for the economy, since
it will boost the business of the glazier. Yet Bastiat (and Hazlitt) point out that this is quite
shortsighted: The shopkeeper could have spent his money, not on replacing the broken glass, but
on something else—perhaps a new suit. Thus the employment going to the glazier would have
gone to the tailor, and the economy would be wealthier in the form of one new suit. A different
analogy one of us (Murphy) often uses is to imagine a neighbor lounging by his pool. If you set
his house on fire, it is true that he will suddenly “become more productive,” and utilize his “idle”
labor. Yet you have hardly done your neighbor a favor. It would be wrong to say, “It’s too bad a
few cats died in the blaze, but at least we boosted the flow of services from the neighborhood.”
Now if they’re sophisticated, the Keynesian analysts can come back and say, “Ah yes, in general you
are right—a natural disaster is bad, just as the layperson thinks. But in times of depressed demand
and high unemployment, the spurt to output is just what the economy needs to get jump-started.”
The problem here is that the Keynesians don’t ask why the economy is mired with high
unemployment and other “idle resources.” According to the Austrians, the answer is that the
Fed-induced boom period led to malinvestment, where too many resources went into housing
and the financial sector. Had the government and Fed stood back in 2008, there would have been
a painful crash and restructuring, but the economy would have resumed solid growth within
a year. Yet instead the authorities intervened in an unprecedented fashion, doing everything
in their power to prevent the reallocation of resources across sectors. To get out of its rut, the
economy needs freedom—not a giant hurricane. In all seriousness, if the reader ever doubts the
cogency of the Austrian analysis, just remember that it is the Keynesians who castigate savings
and praise hurricanes, earthquakes, and even (in the case of Paul Krugman) hypothetical alien
invasions as ways to “fix the economy.”
As Iran Goes...?

Iran Officially In Hyperinflation

Steve Hanke at the Cato Institute has established the Iran Hyperinflation Page. Hanke estimates
that the Iranian currency is depreciating at the rate of about 70 percent per month.
Obviously the situation in Iran is much different from that of the United States or other major
powers. Yet it’s always useful to remind people that fiat currencies can collapse very quickly, as
they have nothing but the “full faith and credit” of their regime behind them. When we reflect
on the nature of the people in the regime, and the policies they institute, this should make us
reevaluate the low yields on U.S. Treasuries and other dollar-denominated assets.
Pulse on the Market
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…
Vienna vs. Chicago

Not All 100% Reserve Banking Plans Are Created
Equal

The hard-money crowd took notice of Ambrose Evans-Pritchard’s recent column in The
Telegraph, which began, “One could slash private debt by 100pc of GDP, boost growth, stabilize
prices, and dethrone bankers all at the same time. It could be done cleanly and painlessly, by legislative
command, far more quickly than anybody imagined.” Evans-Pritchard went on to discuss the
new IMF study, by Jaromir Benes and Michael Kumhof, on the Chicago School proposal
of 100%-reserve banking. This sounds like what many Austrians recommend, but the two
proposals are actually quite different.
In particular, the Chicago Plan would deny private bankers the ability to create new money,
yes, but it would transfer that power directly to the State. The idea is that if the government
is going to create $100 billion, say, in new money and thereby push up prices, that the private
citizens shouldn’t have to pay interest on top of that price inflation, which is the perverse
outcome under the status quo. In other words, the way our system currently works, when the
private bankers expand the total stock of money, they do so while simultaneously extending
loans to their clients, on which they charge interest. This is why many people refer to the
current arrangement as “debt-based money.” (We explain the senses in which this description
is true, and false, in our book How Privatized Banking Really Works).
Yet giving the power of the printing press to the Congress, rather than the bankers, is hardly
the solution. We don’t like Ben Bernanke and his buddies at Citicorp controlling the quantity
of dollars, but we hardly trust Nancy Pelosi or John Boehner with that kind of power, either.
The real solution is to return the production of money to the private sector.
S a n i t y D ur i ng Dep r e s sion

Insurers Sound During Depression
In a previous issue (April 2012) in Murphy’s article, we saw the relative success of the life
insurance companies versus the commercial banks during the Great Depression. A recent
historical project (http://ftalphaville.ft.com/2012/09/24/1173781/a-time-of-hoarding-andinflation-fears-1930s-edition/) which ran at the tail end of September—too late for us to fit
in last issue—shows an interesting collection of news items from these years. One in particular
caught our eyes, a November 23, 1933 Letter to the Editor of the New York Times entitled
“For Sound Money,” from Roger B. Hull, representing the Life underwriters industry:
“It further recited that the assets of American life insurance companies, now totaling $20,000,000,000
or about one-fifth of the wealth of this nation, were comprised principally of cash, government
obligations, mortgages and bonds, the value of which vitally affects the welfare of such policy holders,
annuitants and their families, and that the association believed that any proposed debasement of
our currency would constitute a great injustice to said policy holders and annuitants, and would
prove harmful to the cause of thrift and investment in fixed obligations.”
Pulse on the Market
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by L. Carlos Lara

IBC For Business Owners
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(Author’s Note: This Chart is reprinted here in the Lara-Murphy Report with permission from Casey Research,
www.caseyresearch.com)

You are looking at a chart

that makes an incredible statement. What it shows
is that businesses are sitting on an enormous amount
of cash. In fact, they are holding more cash (broadly
defined to include MMMFs) than has been held
since World War II, and even if we focus on cash in
commercial banks proper, they are holding more as
a share of the economy than at any time since the
mid-1960s. A whopping $1.4 trillion worth of cash
to be exact! The question is why?
If you are self-employed, or are a business owner,
you can probably answer this inquiry rather quickly
given a moment to consider it. In times of great
financial uncertainty businesses intuitively know

IBC For Business Owners

that first—you need cash to maneuver and second—
you need to be able to access that cash immediately
when you need it. Maintaining a liquid position in
an economic environment such as what we have today is simply practical sense. Cash and cash flow are
more important factors than having a strong balance sheet, especially if that balance sheet is weighed
down with illiquid assets. However, it is well worth
the time for us to seriously consider all sides of this
unusual situation. It is the first time in my experience that anyone has developed and published such
a graph telling the story that really makes you think.
Let me be quick to point out that Dan Steinhart
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of Casey Research 1 made it very clear in the article
he wrote associated with this chart that this cash
pile did not include the cash holdings of financial
institutions or banks. Only non-financial corporations are depicted here. By this he means that only
corporations that actually produce and sell products
and services make up the $1.4 trillion in this chart.
That’s an important distinction.
There are a few other significant details in the big
picture we are seeing here that we do not want to
overlook. By pointing them out I believe we can
all benefit from the exercise. As we study this chart
reflectively I would hope first of all that it would
help reassure us that Privatized Banking is indeed
the best possible financial strategy to use in our own
businesses during unpredictable times such as these.
Secondly, I would hope that it would serve to impress on us how plentiful the “field of harvest” is for
sharing this marvelous idea with business owners.
After all, our goal is to actually convert 10% of the
people to implement privatized banking in their financial lives because of the good it can do for them
and the overall economy. The point is, there is no
more qualified sector of individuals and entities that
can benefit from the use of it. Here they all are in
plain sight with plenty of money to immediately
capitalize their private system.

See the big picture correctly.
First, we must be certain that we understand our
present circumstances as they really are and not the
way we would wish them to be. Recall briefly that
once the smoke had cleared from the recent 2008
financial crisis many businesses actually went broke
and closed forever, millions of jobs were lost, and
entire life savings vanished. The severity and rapidity of this particular financial crisis caught just about
everyone by complete surprise, with the notable exception of Austrian-trained analysts. This event and
the experiences that came with it were unusually
harsh and detrimental. With the dramatic crash of
the stock market and its erratic behavior the months
following, coupled with the collapse of the housing
market, Americans were left wondering how to protect whatever money they had left. No one, at that
time, was confident in giving an adequate answer.
If you happened to be debt-free, owned your home
outright and were not invested in the stock market,
you were among the fortunate individuals.
Main Street business owners suffered the effects of
this crisis in other ways. Most experienced a sharp
drop in their revenues, a dramatic rise in expenses, and plummeting profits. Like a string of falling
dominoes, economic disaster went around the entire

In times of great
financial uncertainty

businesses intuitively
know that first—you
need cash to maneuver
and second—you need
to be able to access
that cash immediately
when you need it.

IBC For Business Owners
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country. What was worse, banks began calling loans
from many business owners and their lines of credit
were cut off. Under those circumstances the only
survival remedy was to immediately cut expenses by
laying off employees and conserving cash. It worked
for some, but not all businesses were able to survive.
This event was a defining point in American history that we should mark well and never forget. So
many things changed that may forever be irreversible. Keep always in mind that the catalyst for the
crisis began with government-mandated banking
institutions.

drowning in debt and government spending is out
of control. The future obligations and promises the
government has made to the American people are
positively unsustainable, and instead will increase
everybody’s taxes. More money will be printed to
make up the shortfalls. This will surely create even
greater stress on the economy. The pressure on the
system is already so severe that U.S. Treasuries and
the U.S. dollar are poised for a sharp collapse. In the
immediate interim, no matter what the Fed Chairman’s promises, interest rates could suddenly spike
and inflation run rampant. We all intuitively sense
this, but no one understands this capricious scenario

The severity and rapidity of
this particular financial crisis
caught just about everyone
by complete surprise, with the
notable exception of Austriantrained analysts.

The reality today is that our economy has not improved since 2008. To see reality, we must volitionally ignore what the mainstream media is telling us.
In fact, things have worsened. Of the few positives
in the last four years, our ability to see the severities of the problems more clearly provides us an opportunity to evaluate our next moves more carefully,
whatever those moves may be. What we now realize
with great frustration is that the economy is being
artificially propped up by excessive money printing
and government stimulus rather than private sector production and manufacturing. The country is

IBC For Business Owners

better than the business owner, hence the dramatic
hoarding of cash demonstrated in this graph.

The gulf between cash and
gold is still very wide.
Given our current situation is it time to take all
that cash and plunk it into gold? By the size of the
stash it seems obvious that business owners could
pull that trigger if necessary at any moment, but
they haven’t. Why not?
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By far the spookiest
and most revealing

information coming
from the corporate cash
chart is how much cash
is sitting in commercial
banks, apparently safe
and sound—ready to be
accessed. Can you believe
your eyes?

This is a common and piercing question. We have
all thought about it. Could it be that the flight to
gold has not fully happened simply because businesses are not fully convinced it is quite that time
just yet? Use yourself as an example. What are your
reasons for not fully converting to gold? If the very
foundations of our entire financial system (Treasuries and the U.S. dollar) actually crash, even privatized banking will be undermined, then everything
collapses. If and when that happens, yes, at that
point we will all wish we had something of real value
to rely on and that something has historically been
proven to be gold.

goods using only gold. Gold is not the currency of
exchange here in the United States. It’s only an investment. You can’t eat an investment unless you sell
it in order to buy food.

Even assuming this was not exactly your problem
and you could convert to gold right now— where
would you store it? How comfortable are you converting to gold knowing that the government has
confiscated the people’s gold before? Everyone has
become keenly aware of the increase of government
intrusion into our lives, certainly not its decrease.
So, is the answer simply to buy gold and then send
it abroad under someone else’s care? Actually, I beMost likely, the reason you have not fully con- lieve that because of the seriousness of our current
verted to gold yet is because you are evaluating the economic environment more people would not only
economic situation much like everyone else. You are convert to gold and send it abroad, but would also
leave the country all together if they felt confident
aware that the country is limping along badly, but
that they had enough money to last them the rest
you see that it is still running. Even you are still opof their lives. In fact, those that are that confident
erating your own business and no matter how tight
have quite likely left already. Most of us, however,
you have had to pull on the expense belt these last
are not that confident, nor are we willing to cut our
few years, you are in fact still operating. You may
living standards that severely. (There are also people
have actually made a little money. Many businesses
S.
S.
Huebner
have. Plus, you can’t just stop. You have to eat! What like Robert and me who are choosing to stay and
fight it out to the bitter end—because we are conyou do know most assuredly is that in order to keep
vinced it is our duty to do so, and because we know
operating your business you absolutely need cash
and credit to do it. You can’t produce, buy and sell that our material life on this earth is fleeting in the
IBC For Business Owners
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grand scheme.) But the point I am making is that
living abroad without enough money simply is not
feasible long term. How would we make a living?
We would have to go to work somewhere or start a
business, but doing what? What country would we
choose that is actually free from “banksters” and big
government? It obviously requires a great deal of
planning and the whole plan is rather iffy. The fact
is that when it comes to the matter of converting all
of our assets to gold the predicament for individuals
as well as for businesses is much the same. What
stops us is money. The gulf between cash and gold
is still very wide. Most people are not ready to leap
that far just yet.
What we need, you see, is an interim strategy. This
is exactly what we have and what we can show our
fellow business owners. Privatized Banking, as best
described by Nelson Nash’s Infinite Banking Concept (IBC), is the ideal strategy for turbulent times
such as these. What is most revealing about the corporate cash chart is how so few businesses know
anything about it; otherwise they would be utilizing it and these cash balances would not be sitting
in banks. We need all of that $1.4 trillion deployed
into Mutual Life Insurance Companies where these
business owners can, through their banking policies,
become actual owners of the mutual.
“Think about
this,
it’s important:
“Think
about
this,
it’s important:

• If these businesses could conjure up even the
• If these businesses could conjure up even the
most marginal of projects to earn a meager 1%
most marginal of projects to earn a meager 1% return,
return,
they
woulda $14
generate
$14 billion
they
would
generate
billionaprofit.
Instead,profit.
they’re
Instead,
on theand
cashearning
(in thenear
banks)
sitting
on they’re
the cash sitting
(in the banks)
zero
2
near
zero
for
a
guaranteed
afterand
earning
for a guaranteed after-inflation loss.”
inflation loss.” 2
Why? —Because they are scared! Business owners, like everyone else that genuinely cares about the
state of the economy, are not really sure what is going to happen next. This is a legitimate and worldwide concern. For sure, their back-up money is
presently not parked in the stock market. But there
is no evidence that it won’t soon find its way there.
What we do know is that business owners typically
are not as motivated like the masses by those types
IBC For Business Owners

of investment returns, especially with recent stock
market upheavals such as the record bankruptcy of
MF Global and other such fiascos. Too many businessmen have already been burned to carelessly reenter the market under these economic conditions,
unless there are no viable alternatives. (This should
be our wake-up call to introduce them to the genius
of “banking policies” as the temporary warehouse for
their money).
Business owners know all too well that the highest rate of return can be best earned by reinvesting
in their own businesses. Ironically, however, by their
current judgment the risk of investing in new business projects seems to outweigh the rewards. Fear
is an interesting phenomenon that can either motivate or paralyze. Right now business owners are
paralyzed. Coincidently, this just so happens to be
the identical stance commercial banks have taken
these past four years with their lending practices
even though they too are sitting with excess reserves
of $2. 1 trillion and could make all kinds of business
loans. Together, businesses and banks are currently
producing the direct opposite conditions needed for
a thriving economy, but for entirely different reasons.

Not all businesses and corporations are the same.
By far the spookiest and most revealing information coming from the corporate cash chart is how
much cash is sitting in commercial banks, apparently safe and sound—ready to be accessed. Can you
believe your eyes? To me, this appears as the riskiest
position for one’s liquid capital to be housed in.
Have we not learned anything from our own past
experiences? In the past four years sound thinking
individuals have repeatedly witnessed how the Federal Reserve’s controlled commercial banking system— extending to Wall Street investment banks
through the use of re-hypothecation—practically gutted the country. Billions were syphoned into their
own pockets with impunity and America basically
stood by and gave it to them. No president, no Congress, no Supreme Court, that I know of, even as
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much tried to stop them. They fined them in pocket
change. That’s because what big bankers do is legalized. Unfortunately, here is where we spot humanity’s
ultimate weakness in forgetting history all too soon.
The truism “history repeats itself ” reverberates today as
I stare at this graph and see where all this money is
sitting. Still, I cannot help but to sound the alarm
bells. I hope you feel the same way too.
Remember: Today’s commercial banks are not
real business and corporations like yours and mine.
They are unique enterprises that have over the centuries confiscated, through government-mandated
monetary policies, the sound institution of “banking” for their own private use. They operate in another sphere within our capitalistic system utilizing
a money monopoly. Our money, which is never fully
under our control since it is fiat money, is also never
safe, especially when it is placed directly in bankers’
hands.

Conclusion:
If by chance the message in this article finds itself
in the hands of a fellow business owner, here is what
I would most want that individual to know about
Privatized Banking.

First: Privatized Banking, in the strictest sense,
means the return of money and banking back to the
private sector where it once belonged. It is encapsulated in the three-steps of the Sound Money Solution. Only true IBC Practitioners can explain the
intimate connection between IBC and the Sound
Money Solution because they are students of Austrian Economics, the only true economic science of
the free market economy. They are not Keynesians.
Keynesian Economics, which is the foundation of
our current monetary policy, is the reason our country is in such terrible shape.
Second: Privatized Banking, in its metaphorical
sense, is best described in the book Becoming Your
Own Banker by Austrian R. Nelson Nash, founder
of the Infinite Banking Concept (IBC). You must read
this 100-page pamphlet as your very first step to
pick up the idea of Privatized Banking.
Next, you will want to read the more extensive
book, How Privatized Banking Really Works, by L.
Carlos Lara and Robert P. Murphy, PhD, which will
explain in more detail the nuances of Austrian Economics, the Sound Money Solution, and Privatized
Banking. Together they are the official textbooks of
the Infinite Banking Concept (IBC).

They are unique
enterprises that

have over the
centuries confiscated,
through governmentmandated monetary
policies, the sound
institution of “banking”
for their own private
use.

IBC For Business Owners
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The IBC Practitioner can help

insulate you from the chaotic economic
environment we are all experiencing, as
no one else can.

Next, you will want to meet or speak with an IBC
Practitioner. Once you do, think carefully on what
the IBC Practitioner is explaining. His efforts are
genuinely noble and your experience with him or
her is sure to be unlike that you may have with any
other financial professional you will ever meet. This
is because he has been educated to see the U.S. financial system the way it really is.
The IBC Practitioner can help insulate you from
the chaotic economic environment we are all experiencing, as no one else can. His ultimate goal reaches
beyond you to the outer rims of the economy. His
aim is to help you, himself and, with the help of other IBC Practitioners, actually help change monetary
policy. All this he is equipped to do by using the
most creative, legal and peaceful financial strategy
ever conceived—Privatized Banking.
Third: Many financial professionals claim to be
IBC Practitioners, please practice due diligence.
The true IBC Practitioner will be able to easily verify his credentials, or you can check directly with the
Infinite Banking Institute at www.infinitebanking.
org. All Certified IBC Practitioners will be listed for
the benefit of the general public this Spring 2013.

More importantly, when using Privatized Banking make sure you understand that you are not really
opening up a bank like the one in your neighborhood. Instead you are using a centuries-old financial
instrument, a life insurance policy, from a Mutual
Life Insurance Company (not a stock company),
not so much for insurance purposes, but as a warehouse for your money. Ownership of a policy with
a mutual company means ownership in the mutual
company itself. The policy itself must be specially
designed for it to work as a banking policy and be
of a certain kind. Your IBC Practitioner will know
exactly how to do all of this and will be able to explain the enormous benefits this banking policy will
provide you. These benefits are numerous and can
range, from the flexibility of having ready access to
your money when you need it, to providing an inflation hedge and tax free advantages all while being
able to use it as a financing system for all your big
ticket purchases for yourself and your business.
I wish you the very best as you encounter the IBC
experience. My only request is that once you implement this action plan and begin to benefit from the
results that you share IBC with others.
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SYSTEM
IS RIGGED
The Futility of Politics

by Robert P. Murphy
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the purpose of the

Ron Paul movement
wasn’t to put him in
the White House.

As this October issue will be published just before
the presidential election, and especially because our
interview this month with Murray Sabrin touches on
the subject, I thought it appropriate to share my general
thoughts on the so-called “political process.” To cut to
the chase: I think it can be entertaining, but that people
who revere liberty should focus their energies elsewhere.

What About Ron Paul?
The first thing that many self-described Austrians
and libertarians will say in response to my claim is, “What
about Ron Paul? Are you saying we just wasted our time
and money spreading his message of Constitutional
government, which necessarily includes his stress on
genuine national defense and sound money?”
No, I’m not saying that the “Ron Paul Revolution”
was a waste. But the purpose of the Ron Paul movement
wasn’t to put him in the White House.
For one thing, that objective was impossible in the
present climate. Look, if Ron Paul is right in his diagnosis
of what ails the Republic, then the Federal Reserve
and what Eisenhower famously called the “militaryindustrial complex” literally makes hundreds of billions
The System Is Rigged

of dollars annually by keeping the American public in a
constant state of fear: Fear about collapsing banks, fear
about terrorist attackers, fear about “paranoid” militia
groups, fear about superflu viruses, you name it. Many
of Ron Paul’s most ardent supporters—and I’ve talked
with literally thousands of them over the years—think
it’s clear as day that a small ruling clique manufactured
bogus “evidence” to justify the invasion of Iraq. Yet if the
Ron Paul supporters thought these shadowy figures are
capable of starting wars to keep the money flowing, did
they really think these nefarious characters were going to
let somebody waltz in and end the gravy train?
For those who followed the Ron Paul campaign
this last time, it was an amazing sight to behold. His
insistence that, say, the Constitution said a formal
declaration of war was necessary before U.S. forces
occupied another country for a decade, was treated like
the ravings of some lunatic. Yet when Newt Gingrich
talked of building a moon colony by 2020, this was all
taken in stride—at least among the Fox News crowd—as
an interesting position from the “intellectual” in the pack.
It wasn’t just the media treatment, either. I talked
with many people—and not just “angry guys in their
20s” but adults with careers—who had become Ron
Paul delegates in their state’s primary or caucus process
and told me astonishing stories of how their local GOP
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bosses either skewed things or outright violated the rules
to try to minimize Paul’s impact. (For those who never
heard of the story, go to YouTube and search for “Ben
Swann Maine Ron Paul” and see how a local pastor
explained that Ron Paul clearly had votes stolen in the
Maine caucus.)
The purpose of the Ron Paul Movement was
education. His campaigns for both 2008 and 2012 were
exciting, wonderful vehicles for getting out his message
of smaller government, individual responsibility, and
honest (sound) money. But there was no way in the
present environment—not until we reach the 10%—that
he would be elected and could singlehandedly roll back
this monstrous system.

No Genuine Conservatives
in the Field, Either
I realize some LMR readers may not share my
enthusiasm for Ron Paul’s foreign policy views. I
understand that perspective; I used to be a military hawk
myself. But our difference of opinion here isn’t central to

The answer is that in
both 2008 and 2012, the
Republican nominee
was just about the

Least Conservative
candidate imaginable.

The System Is Rigged

my argument. It’s not just the libertarian Ron Paul who
has been excluded: There are no genuine conservatives
either.
Stop for a moment and think about this: Barack
Obama was rated one of the most liberal members of
the Senate, and yet he managed to get elected in 2008
when the very word “liberal” is supposed to be the kiss of
death in recent American politics. Now, four years into
it, Obama may very well be re-elected even though “on
paper” with the economy this awful, he shouldn’t stand a
chance. How is this possible?
The answer is that in both 2008 and 2012, the
Republican nominee was just about the least conservative
candidate imaginable. John McCain was famously a
“cross the aisle” kind of Republican, who introduced
signature bills on immigration, campaign finance
reform, and cap-and-trade legislation to arrest global
warming. Regardless of what one thinks of these moves,
they were generally anathema to right-wing fans of, say,
Rush Limbaugh. And this was the guy the Republican
establishment put up against Obama in 2008.
In this cycle, there was actually a chance to roll back
“ObamaCare.” A large segment of the American people
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because Romney is such
a flip-flopper and doesn’t
actually believe in the
free market, Obama

May Actually Win
despite his awful
first term.

were outraged by it; in addition to the bank bailouts it was
one of the rallying cries of the new Tea Party movement.
When I spoke at the Cincinnati Tea Party event at Fifth
Third arena on April 15, 2010, I told them that if they
managed to clean house (literally!) in November, and
then those “conservative” freshmen Republicans didn’t
actually do anything, that the Tea Party needed to drop
those guys. Well, the Republicans did enjoy major gains
in 2010. So if they could just get their guy in the White
House in 2012, we might actually turn back the move
toward medical socialism…
But nope, instead what happened is the nominee is
the single least credible Republican politician on planet Earth
to roll back ObamaCare. That is because Mitt Romney
introduced his own version of the plan while governor of
Massachusetts. When the issue came up during one of
the debates against Obama, Romney made sure to clarify
that he wasn’t opposed to government intervention in
health insurance per se. No, he is just going to give us
more cost-effective medical central planning (though he
didn’t use that latter term, of course).
My point is, this essay isn’t mere griping over Ron
Paul. Even if one doesn’t like his “isolationist” views,
there are still plenty of law-and-order, tough-on-Iran,
fire-breathing, eloquent, principled conservatives in the
The System Is Rigged

Republican Party. And yet, for some inexplicable reason,
they never make their way to the final ticket. It’s not a
matter of “focusing on winning rather than principle,”
either: History shows that someone like Ronald Reagan
would have crushed Obama in this election. But because
Romney is such a flip-flopper and doesn’t actually believe
in the free market, Obama may actually win despite his
awful first term.
So how can we explain this? The Republican Party
keeps putting up extremely weak candidates, which
makes no sense in terms of ideology or even smart
politics. And the last guy who won, George W. Bush,
ran massive deficits, expanded federal drug prescription
coverage, and literally nationalized major banks. What
the heck is going on here?

The System Is Rigged
These strange outcomes aren’t a coincidence. The
establishment leaders of the two major parties don’t
want actual anti-Warfare State progressives going headto-head in elections against actual anti-Welfare State
conservatives. Most of our current readers probably come
down more on the laissez-faire, “right wing” perspective.
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But they must realize that Barack Obama as president is
not at all the “radical Marxist” depicted by Fox News. No,
actual progressives who thought Obama would bring the
troops home, repeal the Patriot Act, close Guantanamo
Bay, and provide universal health care while sticking it
to the pharmaceutical companies are just as disgusted
with Obama, as fiscal conservatives were with George
W. Bush.
No, we must realize the sickening truth that the
“great debate” in our major media outlets is a sham. Here
Noam Chomsky’s famous observation is quite apropos:
“The smart way to keep people passive and obedient is to
strictly limit the spectrum of acceptable opinion, but allow
very lively debate within that spectrum.”
This is why our “serious” candidates—not kooks
like that wacky Ron Paul—debate things like, “Should
we pull our troops out of Afghanistan at a definite date
in 2014, or should we give no timetable whatsoever?
Regarding Iran, should we say we will use conventional
bombers and our flying killer robots only, or are nuclear
weapons also on the table? Of course we are going to
have the federal government telling insurance companies
they must cover pre-existing medical conditions, but

how exactly are we going to say it? Of course we are
going to have a central bank monopolizing the money
and controlling banking, but in what quarter should it
begin raising interest rates?” And so on.
The same thing happens every election cycle. The
conservative Republican outlets like Fox News, Rush
Limbaugh, and the Wall Street Journal get their base
fired up about what an awful Big Government Candidate
the Democrat is. The liberal outlets like CNN and the
New York Times (there’s no real analog on the left to
Rush) get their base fired up over what a hypocritical
deficit-spender and proponent of corporate welfare the
Republican nominee is. And you know what? They’re
both right!
When is this cycle ever going to end? How many
Republicans thought, “It can’t possibly get worse than
Bill Clinton,” and now think the same of Obama? If
Romney wins, and continues the trend of the warfare
state abroad with the police surveillance state at home,
many Democrats who thought, “It can’t get worse than
George W. Bush” will realize the shortsightedness of that
judgment.

These strange

OUTCOMES
aren’t a
coincidence.

The System Is Rigged
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Reform of “the system”
will not occur by picking

THE RIGHT MAN

(or woman) to ride into
Washington and beat
back the hordes.

What Then Shall We Do?
Am I preaching a counsel of despair? No, I’m not.
In his column last month (September 2012), Carlos
summarized the viewpoint of Étienne De La Boetie,
who pointed out that an oppressive State can only
survive if the people support it. The ruling class is but
a tiny fraction of the population. If the mass of public
opinion withdrew its consent, the regime would collapse
of its own weight. This is why totalitarian regimes devote
so much effort to controlling schools and newspapers;
they know that all of their prisons and firing squads are
impotent against ideas.
This is why education is so important. We must
teach our fellow Americans the true legacy of the
Founding Fathers, and the ideals of liberty upon which
this country was built. We need to stop accepting the
major media figures who tell us what the relevant “issues”
are in today’s campaigns. This is all a smokescreen, to

The System Is Rigged

keep the public from seeing how they are getting bilked
of trillions of dollars.
Reform of “the system” will not occur by picking
the right man (or woman) to ride into Washington and
beat back the hordes. That’s like fighting drug addiction
by locking up dealers. No, we won’t roll back the welfare
state until the American people don’t want handouts
from the government, and instead encourage their own
family members and neighbors to find private solutions
to the genuine problems that occur in life. If we could
somehow get to that happy scenario, it wouldn’t matter
what elected officials promised or didn’t promise.
This is why Carlos and I chose “Building the 10%”
as the motto and mission of the Lara-Murphy Report.
We want to play our small role in spreading the ideas
of liberty to this generation and the next. We appreciate
your support and your active role in spreading this
message as well.
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Interview with Dr. Murray Sabrin

Murray Sabrin is Professor of Finance at Ramapo College of
New Jersey. He has a Ph.D. in economic geography from Rutgers
University. Sabrin has worked in commercial real estate sales and
marketing, personal portfolio management, and economic research.
Sabrin’s essays have appeared in The Record (Hackensack, NJ), The
Star Ledger, Trenton Times, the Asbury Park Press, NJBIZ. His essays
have also appeared in Commerce Magazine, Mid-Atlantic Journal of
Business, Privatization Review, and LewRockwell.com. He is the
author of Tax Free 2000: The Rebirth of American Liberty. Sabrin blogs
at MurraySabrin.com, and is co-founder of Conger LH, the world’s
first lubrihibitor (www.congerlh.com).

Education Trumps Politics
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Lara-Murphy Report:
Austrian economics?

How did you discover

Murray Sabrin: My journey to Austrian
economics began in the 1960s reading Milton
Friedman’s column in Newsweek extolling the virtues
of free markets. In 1969 I picked up a copy of Ayn
Rand’s Capitalism: the Unknown Ideal in an upstate
New York bookstore. The arguments by numerous
authors in favor of free enterprise and limited
government were compelling. And in September
1971 I read Murray Rothbard’s New York Times op
ed criticizing President Nixon’s wage-price controls
and his decision to make the U.S. dollar a totally
fiat currency. By 1973-1974 I began reading the
books and essays by Rothbard, Mises, Hayek, and
Hazlitt. I found my intellectual home, an economic
school of thought that has a coherent and correct
explanation of how a market economy works and
the consequences of interventionism. In early 1974
I met Murray Rothbard and invited him to be an
outside member of my dissertation committee
at Rutgers University, where I developed a study
(in the Geography Department) on the spread
of inflation through urban America. Rothbard
accepted my invitation without hesitation and
served as a valuable advisor.
LMR: We understand you attended the famous
1974 South Royalton conference, which many
point to as the pivotal event marking the reversal in
the fortunes of Austrian economics. What can you
share about the conference?
MS:

Murray Rothbard forwarded my name to

the organizers of the conference and I received
an invitation soon after I met him in his office at
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn where he was
teaching. I roomed with Joe Salerno who was a
Ph.D. candidate in economics at Rutgers at the
time, and I quickly realized he was going to be a
productive scholar in the years ahead. By the time
I attended the conference I had become a fullfledged “Austrian” even though I was not formally
studying economics. At the conference there was
bit of tension in the air because Milton Friedman
attended the first night’s dinner and Rothbard had
written a highly critical essay about his economic
ideas in the Libertarian Forum a month earlier. At
the dinner there were reminisces of Mises who died
in October 1973. After the dinner Henry Hazlitt
mentioned to me that some of Friedman’s remarks
about Mises had been inaccurate. I was disappointed
that Friedman made dubious statements at an event
in the history of the Austrian School. Nevertheless,
virtually everyone in the Austrian School at the
time attended the event and many of the younger
economists who are now leaders in today’s Austrian
School movement were also in attendance. For
me, the conference was an intellectual super feast
listening to the insights of Rothbard, [Israel]
Kirzner, [Ludwig] Lachmann, and [William] Hutt.
And having the opportunity to meet and talk with
Henry Hazlitt, one of the giants in the history of
economic journalism and great economist in his
own right, was magnificent.

LMR:

Paul Krugman just this week had a blog
post in which he claimed that there was “nothing
Ponziesque at all” about Social Security. We imagine

“I found my intellectual home, an economic school of thought
that has a coherent and correct explanation how a market
economy works and the consequences of interventionism.”
Education Trumps Politics
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you—and the SEC—beg to differ.

MS:

Social Security is a “Ponzi” scheme in the
sense that the payroll tax is not in a segregated
account for taxpayers but pooled to pay off earlier
investors, and future Social Security recipients will
only be able to receive retirement, disability and
other benefits if workers are taxed to pay what the
federal government has promised them. In other
words, Social Security is a coerced intergenerational
chain letter, and there is nothing Krugman and

others can say that alters that fact. The book I am
writing, Ask Me About My Ponzi Scheme: Deceit and
Deception From Woodrow Wilson to Barack Obama,
will reveal how virtually every president for the past
100 years has created and/or perpetuated “Ponzi”
schemes.

LMR:

You recently had one of us (Murphy)
participate in your documentary on the Federal
Reserve. What can our readers look forward to?

MS:

The Federal Reserve will be 100 years old
in December 2013. In the documentary I hope to

Education Trumps Politics

have as many different points of views as possible
represented so viewers can be exposed to all the
arguments—pro and con—about the Federal
Reserve’s performance during the past 100 years. In
the documentary we will integrate the interviews
with tables and charts to reveal the impact of Fed
policies on the economy. I hope to have all the
on-camera interviews completed by early 2013
and then work on editing the raw footage into an
informative story about the Federal Reserve during
its ten decades of conducting monetary policy.

LMR: You’ve had a very eventful career, not only as

an academic but also as a political candidate. Any
stories or wisdom you’d like to share?

MS:

When President Nixon closed the gold
window and imposed wage and price controls
more than 41 years ago, his so-called free market
advisors justified—rationalized—Nixon’s actions as
a pragmatic way of dealing with inflation and the
balance of payments problem. I then realized that
there was only one party in the nation’s capital,
the Washington Party with two wings, Democrats
and Republicans, both of which believe in big
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government. I became a political independent and
rarely voted.
After my 1995 book, Tax Free 2000: The Rebirth
of American Liberty was published, the New Jersey
Libertarian Party (NJLP) invited me to speak at
its convention where I outlined how we can have
a tax-free society. In March 1997 I was invited to
be the NJLP nominee for governor. I accepted so
I could make the case for limited state government
to the people of New Jersey. Our goal was to raise
enough money ($210,000), which would allow me
to participate in the three debates with Governor
Whitman, the GOP incumbent and state senator,
and Woodbridge mayor Jim McGreevey, and to
receive state matching funds.
We reached our goal in early September and I
shared a stage with polished politicians holding
my own in the debates and making statements that
some members of the press still remember. In one
talk before a political science class at Rutgers that
was team-taught by two political consultants, a
Democrat and Republican, one student asked me:
“Dr. Sabrin, you say you believe in free enterprise,
limited government and personal responsibility,
what makes you different than a Republican?” I
answered immediately, “I mean it!” Everyone in the
room roared.
After receiving more than 114,000 votes (about
5%) in a six-week campaign (we finally were

certified by the Election Commission as having
qualified for matching funds on September 19), I
was encouraged by the Republican Liberty Caucus,
libertarians working within the GOP, to re-register
as a Republican to seek the U.S. Senate nomination
in 2000. I rejoined the GOP in early 1999 and when
all was said and done I came in fourth in a field of
four and should have realized that GOP voters in
the state did not embrace the principles of liberty.
I thought I would never run for office again, but
I sought the GOP U.S. Senate nomination in 2008,
excited about the effect that the Ron Paul movement
was having on the political landscape. I did not run
the campaign I thought I was going to have because
the political consultants we hired provided advice that
turned out to be counterproductive, to say the least.
After three campaigns and the antipathy toward
Ron Paul’s presidential candidacy, libertarians may
not be very successful in winning at the polls, but
we are having an impact on bad economic policies.
Just one example here in New Jersey: When I ran
for governor in 1997, high auto insurance rates were
one of the main issues. I called for deregulation to
increase competition so prices would come down.
Whitman did not deregulate the marketplace, but
Democrat Jim McGreevey did after he was elected
governor in 2001. In other words, I keep telling
people that libertarian candidates do not have
to win for free market policies to eventually be
implemented.

“In other words,
Social Security is a coerced
intergenerational chain letter,
and there is nothing Krugman
and others can say that alters
that fact.”
Education Trumps Politics
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Events and

Engagements
2012
November 3 • Nashville, TN
Murphy gives speech at “Music City Liberty Fest”

2013
February 6-8 • Birmingham, AL
Lara and Murphy present on Certification Program
at Infinite Banking Concept Think Tank

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.

